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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

"The Road Not Taken" 

I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 
Two roads diverged in a wood and I-
I took the one less traveled by, 
And that has made all the difference. 

Robert Frost 

The following document will examine specific directorial choices made by this 

author for a production of What I Did last Summer for the Texas Tech University Summer 

Repertory Theater in 1994. One of the strongest mspirations for the direction of this play 

was the Robert Frost poem, "The Road Not Taken." This poem is directly applicable to 

the story that unfolds through What I Did last Summer, as both works tell about regrets 

and reflections and a curiosity about the unknown. The play is about unanswered 

questions and the recognition of the importance of a single choice m life. It is the 

acknowledgment that a decision, once made, can rarely be changed, even though it affects 

one for life. The play itself is a "coming of age" play. It examines the regrets and 

reflections of all the characters as well as their curiosky about what might have been. 

Charlie, the main character, also investigates his own personal choices and acknowledges 

the fmaUty of certain decisions. 

A.R. Gumey, Jr. wrote What I Did Last Summer. Bom in Buffalo, New York, in 

1930, Gumey has emerged as the playwright-spokesperson of the American middle class.' 

His plays portray the lives of this class, accurately commenting on images of family and a 

lifestyle vanquished by today's stressful, fast- paced existence. Gumey's plays often 

reflect a middle aged, middle class life challenged, particularly by the younger 

generations.^ Gumey has a Master of Fme Arts degree from Yale University and teaches 
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literature at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.̂  His hterary awards mclude a 

Rockefeller Play writing Award, as well as the Drama Desk Award."* Gumey's other 

works include The Dining Room. The Middle Ages. Another Antigone. Love Letters, and 

the novel, Entertaining Strangers. Gumey is characterized as "a deft and lively writer... 

vivid and innovative."^ The manner that he uses to express the passage of time is called 

"ingenious."^ Critics applaud Gumey for his depth and clarity of character and his ability 

for speech selection. The humor and tempo that he assigns each character "enhance 

emotion," while somehow maintaining "the seriousness and irony of a tme satirist."'' 

The decision to volunteer as a director came about from a personal career choice 

to move toward dkecting for theater. I have a Bachelor of Science degree in Speech and 

Theater. I have worked as an actor for ten years in Dmner Theaters, Theme Parks, and 

Outdoor Dramas. In addition, I have nearly fifteen years of Community Theater 

experience to my credit. I have dkected several full length plays and various one-act 

plays. What I Did Last Summer was an opportunity to experiment and to test some 

personal theories through implementation. 

The 1994 Lubbock Summer Rep season was a tremendous undertaking, with five 

shows in a roUmg repertory. The plays were performed at the Texas Tech University Lab 

Theater. The Lubbock Summer Rep contained a season from a list of plays received from 

students, potential du-ectors, and facuky members. Each of the directors submitted 

proposals to direct, and the facuky ratified the choices based on individual student needs. 

Each production had a group of student designers, many of whom held a different 

designing position for each show. I was particularly fortunate that the play assigned to me 

was a serio-comic piece, written by a playwright whose style was familiar to me. The 

criteria for final decisions on plays included specific needs in costuming, technical 

hmitations, and availabihty of actors. Individual productions had a very limited budget. 



This document reviews the director's part in this production at various times and 

in different areas. In the begmning, the job of "director" is examined. This includes the 

dkector's analysis of key parts of the play as well as a scene by scene synopsis. Chapter 

in will look at Production Elements, mcluding specific directorial choices for scenery and 

sound elements. Chapters IV and V examine choices that follow the production from 

auditions through casting and into the rehearsal stage. The fmal chapter provides 

reflections upon and evaluation about this production of What I Did Last Summer. 



Notes 

' A.R. Gumey, Jr., Four Plays. (New York: Avon Books, 1985). 

^ Harold Frank, Professor of Theatre, East Tennessee State University (RET.). 

^ A.R. Gumey, Jr., Four Plays. (New York: Avon Books, 1985). 

"* Gumey. 

^ Gumey. 

^ Gumey. 

^ Gumey. 



CHAPTER II 

DIRECTOR PREPARATION 

Defmition of a Director 

Tyrone Gutherie suggested that one cannot be too definite about the role of the 
• 1 1 

director. He felt the director's function was nothing more than "psychic avocation."' He 

considered the director "a kind of colossal coordinator" whose work is often "creative but 

k is also mescapably interpretive."^ He believed that the most interesting part of directing 

is the coordination of mtuition and technique, msisting that the most creative ideas come 

spontaneously."* He explamed that "by mtuition I mean the expression of a creative idea 

that comes straight from the subconscious, that is not arrived at by a process of 

ratiocination at all."^ Gutherie, as quoted by Duncan Ross, remarked that the director 

must "be an ideal audience of one."^ He maintained that a performer requires someone to 

play to, even in rehearsal.̂  Gutherie emphasized that a director was not "a drill sergeant" 

who barks out the orders, "stand here" and "do it this way."* He felt the felt the job of 

director "is simply receivmg the thing, transmutmg k, and giving it back."^ The creative 

part of acting then, he explained, "is the giving of impressions to the audience and then, on 

the part of the actor, the taking back of their impressions and doing something about 

them."'^ 

According to Konstantin Stanislavsky, an audience comes to see "the life of the 

human soul;" therefore, no emotion, no gesture, regardless of its imperceptibility, is 

unimportant, nor should it go unnoticed.'' Yevgeny Vakhtangov said that "the theater 

should move the spectator... because what he sees on the stage is part of reality, with 
1 7 

real people acting, doing this or that, suffering or rejoicmg." 

Vakhtangov believed that a director must be an actor too, "if only an average 

one."'^ In order to become that actor he stated that one must fu-st master the Stanislavsky 

system.'"* He wanted a du-ector to live (play) each of the roles in his mind.'̂  In 
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Vakhtangov's philosophy, "it is the job of the dkector to brmg about associations between 

actors so that they do not lose track of the action."'̂  

Peter Brook thinks that "one must split the word direct down the middle. Half of 

directing is, of course, bemg a director, which means taking charge, making decisions .. . 

Having the final say. The other half is maintaining the right direction. Here, the director 

becomes guide .. ."'̂  Charles Marowitz is even harder on directors. He says that 

"anyone who denies the power drive of the director... is deluding himself. The director 

is a self-obsessed colonizer who wishes to materialize power through hamessing and 

shaping the powers of others."'* He adds that a director is a person "who insists on 

reading his own thoughts into those traditionally associated with the author whose work 

he is communicating."" However, according to Marowitz: 

The modem director, then, is not simply a person who imposes order upon 
artistic subordinates in order to express a writer's meaning, but someone 
who challenges the assumptions of a work of art and uses mise-en-scene 
actively to pit his or her beliefs against those of the play. Without that 
confrontation., that sense of challenge, true direction cannot take place, for 
unless the author's work is engaged on an intellectual level equal to its 
own, the play is merely transplanted from one medium to another.̂ ^ 

A director, then, is the person responsible for making certain that an audience sees 

and feels what they need to, that they believe everything they should and that it properly 

affects them. His interpretation of a script should only provide a base from which the other 

production artists may work. What begms as that mdividual's mterpretation ends as a 

collaborative interpretation by designers, actors, and the director. 

A dkector must begin his work at the point of analysis. After the initial 

readthrough and with each subsequent reading, the director proceeds to break the script 

down into areas for study. The preparation for each aspect of the job from this point will 

be based on the results of this analysis. Two of the first areas the director should be 

conscious of would be the areas of theme and plot. 



Theme 

In Plav Direction. John E. Dietrich defines theme as "the central thought of the 

play as differentiated from plot, mood, or tone." '̂ He further quaUfies that by adding that 

new themes must change motivational forces with corresponding changes in mood and 

emotion within the scene.̂ ^ He adds that the director is to determine the amount of 

emphasis given to the theme.̂ ^ In The Art of Directing John Kkk and Ralph Bellas define 

theme as "the central argument or social statement of the play. Theme concems the 

'rhetoric,' while action concems the 'poetic' of the play."̂ "* They attempt to clarify this 

definition by referring to theme as the "lesson' it has for mankind, what politics it 

espouses, or similar questions."^^ The authors point out that a theme may be important or 

valuable to society,but k is not a major concem for the director who should be looking for 

the stmctural essence of the play.̂ ^ 

This director feels that What I Did Last Summer has a theme that is very universal. 

Everyone at some point is curious about how his life would have been altered if he had 

made a single choice differently. The greatest problem with making a decision in life is 

that it can rarely be changed. In this play all of the characters are forced to make several 

decisions on a variety of subjects. These decisions affect the specific character, as well as 

the characters immediately mvolved. For example, Charlie decides to take the summer job 

offered by Anna. This results m a change of personality and philosophy for Charlie. It 

produces problems between him and his family. Anna decides to let Charlie work on her 

car, reversing an earlier decision, in an effort to keep him from leaving her. She then 

makes the choice to let this fourteen year- old boy drive the car. The consequences of this 

choice are nearly disastrous for Bonny, Charhe, and his family, as the teenagers have an 

automobile accident. A single choice by one character may affect the choices made by 

other characters. This is easily illustrated through Elsie. Charhe's decision to drive 

Anna's car influences Elsie's decision to drive. At nineteen Elsie was previously 



unmterested in driving. Not until the car wreck, which leaves Grace too shaken to drive 

to the hospital, does Elsie decide that she must drive. 

In other plays it may accurately be said that the theme is less important than the 

stmctural essence. What I Did Last Summer is an example of a play where theme is 

relevant enough to require some attention and some analysis. To understand the theme a 

person might simply ask the question, "What is the play about?" I tried to answer the 

question with a smgle word or phrase. The answers I found included such phrases as 

"life's choices," "regrets and reflections," and "self-doubts." This play examines the 

importance of clear judgment and careful thinking when making a decision. One must 

never lose sight of the possible ramifications of decisions as they may affect other people 

than just ourselves. The universal idea of questioning whether a specific choice was 

indeed our best possible option helps to show that we are not alone with our questions and 

self doubts. One may reflect on these questions for a lifetime, may always have regrets 

about a choice and, perhaps, most important, may never gain the answers to personal 

questions. What I Did Last Summer has a didactic plot chiefly intendmg to teach a moral 

lesson about these thematic ideas. 

Plot 

In New Directions in Theatre, edited by Julian Hilton, the plot is referred to as "a 

causally linked series of events which is only fully unfolded at the end of a play, when it 

becomes clear that individual actions have been contributing unawares to a unified and 

predetermined design."^^ In The Complete Play Production Handbook. Carl Allensworth 

says that a plot is the arrangement of "the elements, episodes, or events of the story so 

that they occur in a sequence that will make the strongest possible impact on an 

audience."^* Interestingly Allensworth adds that less sophisticated audiences tend to be 
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more interested in areas such as story, plot, and spectacle. He points out that a more 

sophisticated audience is mterested in the characters, the language, and idea.̂ ^ 

The plot of What I Did Last Summer tells the story of a teenage boy and his 

vacation experiences one summer. The action unfolds as he meets an older woman who 

influences his life. It further shows that the lives of these two are already indirectly 

entwined. The scenes illustrate the problems Charlie faces in three areas: the life with 

family, with friends, and wkh the older woman. 

Synopsis 

A scene by scene synopsis of the play begms with Charlie's entrance. Upon his 

entrance Charlie changes stations on the radio from 1950s rock to 1940s big band. He 

begins by telling the audience that the play is about him as a teenager. He sets the scene 

as his friend Ted mns past on his way to the beach. Charlie undresses from his street 

clothes and is left standing in his bathing suit. His mother enters, waming him that he 

must not go into the water, but he mns away. This action immediately shows the 

relationship between the two characters. Elsie enters, and, in her exchange with Grace, 

character traits surface about all three characters. The most important detail in that scene 

is the discovery about the feehngs of Elsie and Grace regarding the father's absence. 

Grace then tums to the audience and, after changing stations, assumes the role of the 

narrator. She vents her fmstrations and anger toward the situation. 

As Charlie and Ted retum from the beach, they begin wrestling, and Bonny enters 

the scene. Immediately the relationship among the three and information on thek 

backgrounds emerge. Ted has a job, and, because Charlie wants one also, Ted dares 

Charlie to apply for the job at the home of "the Pig Woman." Because Bonny chose to 

spend the aftemoon with Ted, "the working man," Charlie becomes envious. When 

Charlie tells his mother of his plans to work for Anna Tmmbull, she wams against it. 



Nevertheless, Charlie mns away, presumably to take Anna's job. As Elsie begins to 

unload the groceries from the car, she changes the radio to her favorite station and 

assumes the role of narrator. She divulges personal secrets about her fmstration of livkig 

during the war years. 

In the next scene Charhe encounters Anna Tmmbull. The first impression of Anna 

is not good. She appears to be an antagonistic, embittered individual. Just when it 

appears that Charlie will not get his job, Anna recognizes something in Charlie's 

personality and decides to hire him for odd jobs. She tells him that she will give him art 

lessons. On friendher terms, they begin the relationship again by making introductions. 

Anna knows of Charlie's family, and there is a mysterious tie to Charlie's mother. 

The next scene begins as Bonny narrates to the audience. She tells of her reasons 

for believing that the play is actually about her and confesses that she might get to ride the 

roller coaster in town. Bonny and Ted discuss whether or not she can go, for her parents 

do not like her to be alone with "older boys" in the car. As Bonny goes to check on the 

children that she is baby-sitting, Ted begms the narration. He confesses his fmstrations 

about growing up and his concems about being a teenage boy from Canada. 

Scene seven begins with Grace and Elsie talking. This conversation reveals that 

Grace has started to grow close to a man in town. Mother and daughter agree to work 

together to make Charlie stop misbehaving. At dmner it is apparent Charlie has begun 

"feeling his oats," and he begins to speak more like Anna. Grace asks Charlie what he 

thinks of Anna. She asks him if Anna recognized his name. Charlie announces that Anna 

knows Grace, who admits that she took an art class from Anna. The argument about 

Anna and Charlie's work at home continues and becomes heated. Charlie continues to 

quote Anna's philosophy, stating that the "family is a dying social unit" and that family 

pressures resuk in much of the world's misery. He ends by saymg that Anna told him that 

his mother should know that better than anyone. Grace becomes so emotional that she 
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leaves the table, and there is a sense that there is much feelkig of tension between Grace 

and Anna. 

As scene eight opens, Anna and Charhe are workmg m her yard. They begm 

sculptmg m mud m an effort to uncover Charlie's mner self. When Charhe asks if he is a 

sculptor, she replies by tellmg him, "I know you're somethmg. The problem is simply 

bringmg it out." She tells him to use the clay and make a man. He confesses his 

fmstrations about Bonny, school, and not havmg a license to drive. She reassures him, 

promismg to help him find his "potential." When Charlie asks Anna why he never sees her 

making anything, she answers him that she is making something now. Anna admits to him 

that she is uncertain of her fumre and that he is her last hope as a teacher. Anna makes an 

analogy using tomato seeds. She tells Charlie that, mstead of staking and pmning, she lets 

the tomatoes grow as they please. 

Scene nine begins as Ted is picking up Bonny for theh* date. Much to his chagrin 

he discovers that Bonny has invited Charlie. Immediately the competition begins as Ted 

and Charlie begm needlmg one another. Ted brings up the subject of Anna and makes 

sexual innuendoes about Charlie and Anna. Before they can get to the amusement park, 

Ted stops the car, and the boys begin to fight. Disgusted Charhe leaves the others in the 

car and walks home. Bonny decides she no longer wishes to ride the roller coaster and 

asks to go home. 

The next scene begms as Grace prepares to go to the movies with her new friend, 

Mr. McAllister. The action is simultaneous as Grace and Elsie are agam discussmg their 

concems about Charlie, his new job, and Anna Tmmbull. At the same time Ted and 

Bonny begin to drive back to her house. Bonny is trying to choose between the boys. A 

third scene begms as Charlie has gone, mstead, to Anna's house. She offers him a choice 

between sitting outside and studymg the stars, or going mside to read poetry. Anna tells 
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him, "Now remember. It's a choice, and at your age, all choices are important. They tell 

you who you are." 

The second act begins with simukaneous action agam. Charlie tells Anna that he 

must attend a party. Grace takes up the narration, explaming that she is pleased that life 

seems to have begun to change back to pre-war days. She confesses that they are gomg 

to get Charlie away from Anna and to help her get away from herself. She admits that she 

has communicated with her husband. The solution discussed included sendmg Charlie to 

boardmg school, and Grace has aheady begun searchmg for a school. Charlie dislikes the 

boarding school smdents who will be at the party, and Grace recalls her experiences in 

boarding school, only to reahze that they were not particularly good memories. Charlie 

and Grace argue, but she insists that he attend the party. Charlie is adamant and mns 

away. 

The second scene of Act Two begins as Charhe has gone to Anna's house. As 

they see Grace approaching, Anna sends Charlie away to fish. The two women begin to 

talk; it has been twenty years since their last encounter. Anna tells Grace that twenty 

years ago she had potential- she had talent. Anna explains that now she is teaching 

Grace's son. She produces some knitting which Grace describes as tangled. "That's the 

point," says Anna, "that's what he's trymg to say." Grace acknowledges that now Charlie 

listens more to Anna and asks her to tell Charlie to remm home and continue his 

education. Anna responds by saying that he is a student and that she is a teacher, and now 

she will teach him what she taught Grace years before. Anna assures her that, once upon 

a time, Grace was an excellent student who could have done anything. Grace offers Anna 

money. Anna responds by bursting into laughter, saying that she remembers Grace's 

father offering her a similar bribe. Grace is dumbfounded at the secret. It seems that 

Anna also refused that check. Grace's parents promised to stop Anna, and Grace 
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apparently ran back to Anna a week before her wedding. Grace's parents removed her 

from Anna's studio, postponed the wedding, and took Grace to Europe. 

The argument becomes heated as Anna accuses Grace of stiflmg her son's natural 

energies as her parents did before her. Grace counters by saymg that, while Anna may be 

a captivatmg teacher, k is still strictly "amateur night." She tells Anna that it is time to 

stop playing in the mud, clean up, and go home. "Look who else has been playing m the 

mud," responds Anna as she brings up the subject of Bob McAllister. Grace confesses 

that she had wanted to visk Anna and that she missed her. Grace tells her, "Lately I've 

been wondering what I'd be like if I'd taken the other road." Anna assures her that it is 

not too late for Charlie, and they agree to let Charlie choose whether to stay with Anna or 

retum home. As Charlie decides that he will, at least temporarily, retum home for a visk, 

Anna offers to let him work on her car as it was his greatest wish. He stays. 

The third scene of Act Two opens as Bonny is narratmg to the audience. Bonny 

has bed in order to sneak out of her home and to meet Charlie on an old back road. Much 

to her surprise, Charlie drives up in Anna's antique car. Bonny asks if Anna is Charlie's 

mistress. He assures her that Anna is not his lover. He tells her that he also sees his 

mother on occasion, enjoymg the power stmggle between the two women. The two 

youths decide to go to the amusement park without Ted and ride the new roller coaster. 

Scene four is a very short scene. The phone rings in the middle of the night, 

frightening both Grace and Elsie. Charlie has been in an automobile accident, and Grace 

panics. Elsie remams calm and takes charge of the situation, promising that she will drive 

them to the hospital. 

In the next to the last scene, Ted visits Charlie at the hospital. He gives Charlie his 

collection of comic books. Bonny is bemg released, unmjured, from the hospital. Charlie 

promises to retum the comics, but Ted explains that they were a gift because his family is 

moving. He tells Charhe that he will not be retummg again next summer. Bonny enters as 
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Ted goes for sodas. In his despak Charlie apologizes for endangering her life. He 

promises never to drive agam, as church bells suddenly begin to chime. Charlie and 

Bonny kiss. They hear more bells, car homs, and whistles outside. Ted mshes into the 

room, announcmg that the war is over. Japan has surrendered! 

In the fmal scene of the play the family is packing to leave for San Francisco where 

they will meet the father. Anna was blamed for letting a fourteen year old boy drive her 

car. She too is leavkig because she cannot pay the fmes. The local govemment has forced 

her to sell her property and to move. In her narration Grace confesses that she feels sad 

because the summer has gone; they are leaving again; and now Anna must leave also. It is 

the end—the end of the summer, the end of the war, the end of her husband's absence, and 

the end of her son's youth. As they leave town, Charlie forces them to stop. He mns over 

to Anna's house. Anna emerges, dressed to leave, and gives Charlie his complete oeuvre. 

She also gives him some of her tomato seeds. Fighting her tears, Anna assures Charlie 

that they will both be all right. She kisses his cheek and sends him away. In the final 

moments Charlie resumes the narration and tells the audience, "I tried photography in 

boarding school. And took up writing in college. And finally, last summer, I wrote this 

play." 

Characters 

As a dkector reads the play for the first time I believe the most immediate analysis 

comes in the area of character. With each new character introduced a du-ector begins to 

form certain ideas about the physical and vocal qualities. Character traits, personality and 

importance to action are noted. Because of my acting background, this director follows 

the Vahktangov philosophy of playmg every role in my mind for a stronger understanding 

of each character. 
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Charlie is the main character of the play as well as the first narrator. He appears 

first as an adult who begms to relive his youth as a teenager. The performer portraying 

Charlie must kidicate, through actions, speech, and posture, the change as he moves from 

age to age. Charlie, the youth, is an impressionable lad in his teens, who loves his mother 

but tums to an attractive older woman for nurturing, mentoring, and companionship. He 

seeks a mature relationship of a sort that he is unable to fmd in family and peer 

relationships. During the summer of his fourteenth year, with the help of his new friend, 

Anna Tmmbull, he leams about himself and is allowed to develop his artistic side. In the 

summer of 1945, such relationships between older, single women and teenage boys were 

unheard of in middle class America. That summer would mark the period of time when 

Charlie would mature from a gawky teenager kito the man of the house, as his father 

fights in the war. 

Anna Tmmbull is the new woman in Charlie's life. Already surrounded by his 

mother, domineering older sister, and the gkl he finds attractive, he tums to a new 

confidante m the form of Anna. Anna must be old enough to have been the teacher of 

Charlie's mother but young enough for there to be a distinct sexual energy. Anna acted in 

the same capacity with Grace, Charlie's mother, as she now acts with Charlie. She 

enhghtened the mother about herself and about life, but thek relationship came to a tragic 

end. Anna teaches Charhe to see the importance of mdividual decisions in life. 

Grace, Charlie's mother, is a woman stmggling to raise two teenage children in the 

absence of their father. Young and still attractive she endeavors to remain tme to her 

marriage vows while fightmg her personal needs. She misses her husband but finds that 

her desires are not easily ignored. Grace means well and tries to govem her children 

appropriately. Her encounter with Anna, while m her late teens, came at a tumultuous 

period in Grace's life. Grace must also wonder about her life and the changes that would 

have occurred had she taken a different road. 
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Elsie, the older sister of Charlie, fmds herself wantmg to usurp authority and to 

assume responsibility over the brother who is five years her junior. Although nearly 

twenty Elsie still exhibits a certam immaturity. Even with the age difference, Elsie is no 

different from Charlie, for both are at a period m their lives when they are forced to 

recognize pamful thmgs about themselves in order to reach adulthood. Elsie has trouble 

showkig her love, particularly for her brother; but as she understands about herself she 

fmds that displaymg affection is not so difficult. This transition is perhaps the key in 

Elsie's maturation. 

Bonnie is one of Charlie's two best friends. At fourteen she, like Charlie, feels the 

desire to be grown-up while simultaneously experiencmg her sexual awakening. Bonnie 

suddenly recognizes that fourteen year-old Charlie and sixteen year-old Ted are more than 

just her best friends-they are attractive, each m thek own way. She stmggles with the 

decision about which boy to pick. In the end, the decision is made for her when Ted 

announces that he will not be returning next summer, for his father's job will not permit it. 

Equally as tragic for the teenagers is the demise of thek summer trio. All of them are 

forced to recognize that events must happen that will change life as they know it. 

Ted, sixteen, is the other of Charlie's friends. Like Charlie and Bonnie, he is 

experiencing his teenage sexual awakening and finds that he also is attracted to Bonnie. 

Because Ted can drive and Charhe cannot, Bonnie immediately perceives an advantage for 

Ted. Although two years older than Bonnie and Charlie, Ted's degree of maturity is no 

greater than his friends. 

Setting 

A study of the setting is essential because of the potential importance to the 

analysis of the play. The understanding of the setting may determine directorial choices in 

virtually every area. Character traits, accents, and choices may be affected by the setting, 
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based upon locale or country. Costume design and materials used in the subsequent 

buildkig of the costumes may be determined based on the period in history. Light levels, 

gel selection, and light design may restricted based on the time of day or even the time of 

year. The period in history may influence set pieces and property selections. An 

understanding of the setting may aid in better understandmg the theme and plot concepts 

as invisioned origmally by playwright and, now, the director. Even casting decisions may 

be resolved by knowledge of setting when determining certain physical requirements 

necessary for actors. 

The play is set on the Canadian shore of Lake Erie, near Buffalo, New York, at a 

summer "colony" in the summer of 1945. The most important details are the location 

because of the fact that Ted is Canadian. The other important details of the setting would 

be the fact that it is summer, and it is 1945. At this time in history these summer 

"colonies" were quite popular among those who could afford them. The fact that it is 

1945 is useful ki explaining many details such as language, cosmming, mannerisms, as well 

as the mental and emotional states of the characters durkig a World War. 

Auditory and Visual Concepts 

This director looked closely for visual or auditory effects that might be 

implemented. In order to develop a mise it must fkst be defined. "Mise-en-scene," as 

explained by David Jones, characterizes the art of directing as "the placing of a script into 

the scene, onto a stage-staging or translating or realizing it speaking theatrically."^° When 

Stanislavsky spoke of the mise, he referred to all the visual or auditory aspects of a play, 

or the atmosphere. The latter was illustrated through his many notes on subjects such as 

tempi, timbres, phrasings, vocal rhythms, pauses, and sound effects.̂ ' Stanislavsky also 

considered a third element for the mise. He considered character questions the implied 

source of the sensory stimuli which a director must arrange." As the Johnsons explained 
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m thek book. Directing Methods. Tyrone Gutherie believed the dialogue to be "a medley 

of songs" while movement is the "montage of dance pattems." and each, he felt, must be 

coordmated symphonically." 

Vocal rythms and pauses were of concem because I used them to score the 

dialogue for the comedic element of the play. While I consider the theme of the play a 

serious and important element, as dkector I could not lose sight of the humor within the 

text. Visually the hghts, combined with careful blocking choices, were used to pamt the 

picture on a canavas that already existed with a permanent background. In adding the 

sound choices I was able to create a reproduction that depicted exactly what Charlie did 

last summer. 
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CHAPTER ni 

PRODUCTION ELEMENTS 

An undergraduate student designed the set. The dkector wanted levels, and the 

set provided this by bemg designed with Charlie and Anna's houses both on raised 

platforms. The platforms were designed to be almost mirror images of one another to 

illustrate that Charlie was having to choose between two similar but not identical lives. 

Visually the similarities were immediately obvious by the design; the difference lay m the 

Lifestyle that each represented. 

Scenery Choices 

What is a play if not an illusion of reality? The audience and the performers are 

equal, willmg participants of this iUusion. The set is the fkst thkig the audience sees, and 

an audience quickly begins to determine a willingness to participate in it. The set for What 

I Did Last Summer was not a realistic set, nor was k meant to be a single set. The play 

itself is not a realistic play, illustrated in the very first moments as Charhe enters and 

begins his dialogue with the audience. The very fact that there is a narrator immediately 

removes the play from realism. The flow of the action requkes the characters to move 

briskly from setting to setting, with changes in locale and often time. 

Lightmg Choices 

The hghting also aided m this illusion. The mere fact that it was summer set some 

Ught choices immediately. At certain times, when things seemed to be going well, 

everyone was happy, and life was good, the lighting was sunny and bright. Night scenes 

were easily dimmed, as were those where characters experienced tragedies or other 

catastrophes. Some things that, technically, the dkector had conceived for this production 

were beyond the capabilities of the Summer Repertory stmcture and beyond the budget. 
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The lightmg, like the set, had to be flexible enough so that every show could be changed 

nightly with a mkiimum of change or constmction. Because of these hmitations most 

production elements had to be simplified. Lightmg was reduced to texturkig with gels and 

controllmg brightness. The set was designed to come apart like pieces of a puzzle, which 

made for quick change over. With a total of five shows that changed nightly, we were 

able to set up or strike as quickly as any other show. Even though the set was one of the 

largest proportionately, set constmction and sttike were greatly simplified by the design 

for What I Did Last Summer-

Sound Choices 

Most of the technical choices were requked m the area of sound. This dkector 

feels that posting the same individual as both hght and sound designer may have 

complicated the production of What I Did Last Summer. The result was that the director 

was forced to do much of the sound work himself. As a result of having chosen the radio 

as the convention by which characters were allowed to become narrator, the number of 

sound cues multiplied greatly. 

In order to find satisfactory music for the radio, the dkector listened to the big 

band music of the time period, making musical selections after hearing well over one-

hundred songs by a variety of artists. The music included performers hke Benny 

Goodman, Harry James, Glen Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Count Basic, Duke Ellington and 

more. Music was selected to mkror thoughts, emotions, or situations experienced by the 

characters on stage. 

As Charlie enters at the openmg of the play, the fifties music of Elvis Presley 

singkig "Don't Be Cmel" and "Since My Baby Left Me" radiates from the radio. As 

Charlie changes the stations, the music becomes a mne of days gone by. For the opening 
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the Ink Spots sing "We Three." The reference is to Charlie and his two summer friends, 

Ted and Bonny. 

As Grace assumes the narration, she changes the station, and the radio plays 

"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" by The Andrews Sisters. Her narration includes additional 

mformation about the war period, as well as comments about her husband, who is fighting 

in the Pacific. 

A little later ki the fkst act Elsie is able to take over narration duties. To the sound 

of "Mood Indigo" by Duke Ellmgton, with Ivy Anderson on vocals, she describes her 

concems about bemg a female in her late teens, growmg up with all the males away at 

war. She talks about her father and how he taught her to drive, but now she lacks the self-

confidence to drive without him. 

For Bonny's narration the dkector selected an mstmmental piece with an upbeat 

tempo befitting a fourteen-year-old gkl. It matches Bonny's high energy and reflects the 

sound of her heart beat as she excitedly tells the audience of her plans to ride The Cyclone, 

a roller coaster at the amusement park. The music selected was "One O'Clock Jump," 

performed by Count Basie. 

The last major music cue of Act One occurs as Ted narrates. Bunny Berringan 

does both tmmpet and vocals for "I Can't Get Started." The lyrics of this nine reflect the 

thoughts of Ted as he voices his concems about bemg a Canadian youth in America. He 

explains that he perceives the Americans to be less accepting now that he has reached 

puberty. Although he desires to date American gkls, he fears that they or thek parents 

would not allow it. 

After the intermission music, "Sing, Sing, Sing" by Benny Goodman, Act Two 

opens with Charhe again entering to narrate. The song is "With A Song In My Heart" by 

Harry James, with Doris Day vocals. Do the lyrics refer to Anna or Bonny? Each night 

the actor playing Charlie had to decide for himself. The audience by now has enough 
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mfonnation that they can guess to whom the music refers. They also must decide which 

person is referred to on each night. 

Shortly after Act Two opens, Grace narrates agam. The ditty this time is "A 

Lovely Way To Spend An Evening" by Glenn Miller and The Ak Force Orchestt-a. She 

tells the audience of her delight ki bemg invited to a party at the Wheelers'. Grace wants 

to use this opportunity to separate Chariie from Anna. She wants him to meet other 

teenagers who are in boardmg school. She adds that she has received a letter from her 

husband and that k has been decided that Chariie will be sent to boarding school in the fall. 

She hopes that it is the means by which Charlie will retum to his senses. 

The thkd music cue is Peggy Lee singing "Full Moon," accompanied by Benny 

Goodman. This is the background music as Bonny nervously awaits Charlie on a dark 

back road. She sneaks from the house without her parents' permission. She plans to 

rendezvous with Charlie at his request. She speaks to the audience as a means for calming 

her fears. Because Charlie, at this point, is hving in Anna's bam. Bonny verbahzes her 

fears that Anna is not feeding him properly or perhaps is keeping him m sexual bondage. 

"Whatever that means," she adds. 

Elsie resumes her narration after being awakened by the ring of the telephone. As 

she sleeps, "I Can Dream Can't I," sung by The Andrews Sisters plays softly on the radio. 

At first Elsie is frightened that the call may be bad news about her father. She leams that 

Charhe and Bonny have been in a car wreck. Charlie was driving Anna's car and hit a 

brick wall. Her mother quickly becomes too hysterical to drive safely. Elsie must decide 

whether or not she is able to drive without her father. Her concem for her brother 

prompts her to volunteer as driver. 

The fifth musical cue comes near the end of Act II. Glenn Miller and The Ak 

Force Orchestra play "Long Ago And Far Away" as the background for Grace's final 

narration. Grace and the children are preparing to leave for the end of summer. She 
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laments about all that has happened. She explams that Anna is bemg forced to leave town. 

Her last comment is, "I almost hate to see her go. It's the end of something, isn't it? And 

that's always sad." 

The fmal musical cue is "Thanks For The Memory" by Benny Goodman, sung by 

Martha Tilton. Charlie forces Elsie to stop the car. He mns to Anna's house to say good

bye. Anna gives him a box with his oeuvre, as well as a jar with her tomato seeds. As 

they speed home, the music plays while Charlie gives his last narration to the tune of "It's 

A Good Day," sung by Peggy Lee. 

Costume Choices 

The cosmmes were designed by a graduate student, who coincidentally also played 

the role of Anna. What I Did Last Summer allowed Yvette Greene to display her strong 

acting talents. The cosmmes had to fit the correct time in history. Everything from shoes 

to bathing suits to head wear was carefully selected for authenticity from the Texas Tech 

Theatre costume storage. At the beginning when the status quo for the characters was at 

a norm, the costumes helped reflect this by being summery, bright, and generally happy in 

appearance. As the action progressed, scenes often reflected the deviation from the norm, 

with duller colors and a generally more solemn appearance. 

Properties Choices 

What I Did Last Summer had an extensive list of both hand and set props. The 

first major property was used immediately at the start of the play-the old radio, which, 

although small m size, still immediately reflected the time period. The greatest importance 

of the prop was not as a time gauge but rather as the convention by which characters 

could move into the secondary role of narrator. Interestkigly, every character except for 

Anna performs the duty of narrator at least once. The dkector chose to use the radio as 
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the character was heard changing stations to some new period music. The act of changing 

stations seemed mystically to enable a character to speak presentationally to the audience 

as a narrator. The dkector felt that this provided an explanation as to why and how these 

characters were suddenly magically able to recognize the presence of audience. Of equal 

importance was the music forthcoming from the radio, for the lyrics of each song mkrored 

the emotions that the character was feelmg. 

Other major properties included objects such as the pan with the clay that Charlie 

sculpts for Anna. Smaller props included items hke period comic books and even thmgs 

as small as an authentic check book with a fountain pen. 

The largest, and perhaps the most important, set prop was the porch settee that 

every character sat upon during the play. The prop was even flexible enough to be used as 

the front seat of a car during several scenes. It was large enough to be used for breaking 

up movement during crosses. A great use for the settee was to illustrate character traits, 

thoughts and emotions. The characters were often further defined for audience simply by 

the manner in which a character was seated on the settee. 

A number of smaller hand props had to be found including such items as gardening 

tools and a wine bottle. Many helped provide the actor with stage action. Some 

properties reinforced dialogue by allowing audience members to visuahze the action even 

as k was spoken. Although What I Did Last Summer requked a fakly detailed property 

list, the props were all specific and, therefore, easily produced. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AUDTTIONS AND CASTING 

Tyrone Gutherie believed that a good playwright rarely knows what his creation is 

about because good playwritmg "comes out of the subconscious."' It is up to the director 

to discover the actual meanmg of a play and subsequently to communicate this meaning to 

an audience. The dkector's mterpretation works as an influence to determme the 

castkig.̂  A responsibility of the dkector is the buildkig of a cohesive ensemble cast. 

In his book, A Dkector Prepares. Stanley Glenn suggests that the dkector look 

closely at four major essentials while castmg. These mclude the physical, vocal, 

emotional, and ensemble requkements."* Two separate ideas come mto play while castmg. 

The dkector must be aware of the castmg of the individual while thinking about the 

casting of the ensemble.̂  

The mdividual actor must be considered for general physical appearance,age, vocal 

quahties, sense of movement and rhythm.̂  In their book. Fundamentals of Play Direction. 

Alexander Dean and Lawrence Carra suggest that the dkector keep each character 

focused in his thoughts as he observes auditions.̂  Further, careful consideration must be 

given to the actor's background, sensitivity, imagmation, and experience.* 

Simultaneously, the dkector needs a sense of the entke group on stage.̂  Relatkig the 

actors m small groups, one to one, or as the conflicting forces, is appropriate.'° This is 

particularly tme in a dramatic piece where the drama hes in those contrasts that create 

variety and conflict.'' 

Auditions 

Auditions for What I Did Last Summer were held at the end of the Sprkig 

Semester, 1994. The auditionees were mstmcted to prepare short audition pieces. They 

gained very good experience through the "cattle call" environment. Afterward the 
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dkectors met privately for the castmg. Dkectors attendmg the meetmg came "armed" 

with his or her own requkements for specific characters. Unfortunately the actor pool w as 

not very large, and several actors appeared on the list of more than one dkector. As a 

dkector, actually workmg the "cattle call" was an easy task compared to the debate that 

ensued over castmg. Ultimately several performers were cast m more than one 

production. This dkector had a prmcipal actress who was also designmg the costumes for 

his show. Chance provided this director with all of his first choices for each character. 

Many other dkectors were less fortunate. 

Casting 

Looking closely at the casting choices, my fkst important selection was an actor 

for Charlie. The performer I selected was chosen for his ability to appear older, and yet 

similarly his "baby face" made him behevable as a fourteen-year-old adolescent. His 

stature and posture were important because physically he appeared to be an adult. He was 

shorter than the performers playing his adult mother, his older sister, and the older 

woman. 

The actress portraying Anna was selected ki part because she is approximately the 

correct age. She had the sensual element that Anna needs, not overtly sexual but 

somehow always radiating her sexuality. She appeared old enough to have been Grace's 

mentor, yet was young and attractive enough to capture Charlie's attention on more than 

one level. Taller than the performer pomaying Chariie, k easily appeared that he might be 

a teenager to her adult. 

The performers cast as Grace and Elsie were both quite tall. The woman cast as 

Grace was a very mature looking undergraduate. With the careful costuming and 

masterful makeup, she appeared old enough to have a teenage son. The stature, 

movement, and poise of the performer are naturally more mature. The actress cast as the 
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sister was capable of takmg the character from an overbearing older sister and displaying 

the transition into the compassionate siblmg. 

The performers selected to play Bonnie and Ted each naturally displayed 

characteristics mherent in the character. The actor pomaying Ted was a high energy 

performer, and Ted is a high energy sbcteen-year-old. The actress cast as Bonnie had a 

natural innocence and a subtle beauty. This dkector does not see Bonnie as having 

provocative beauty but rather a subtle outer beauty and an intense mner beauty that 

suddenly catches the attention of the two teenage males. 

For the most part, nearly all of the performers cast were very experienced actors, 

and each brought thek extensive backgrounds and knowledge into the rehearsals. For this 

dkector the job of leading these performers was made simple by their vast experience. 

The dkector was familiar with the work of most of the actors cast, and thek very 

professional auditions made the cast selection an easy task. 
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CHAPTER V 

REHEARSALS 

The rehearsal period is an important, key time in the production process. It is then 

that the actors step m to add another dimension to play. Can there ever be a perfect 

balance between actor and dkector? The dkector must make it known from the start that 

"he expects the actor to be creative m his province" while "providing guidance to the 

exploratory process" for the actor.' John Kirk and Ralph Bellas refer to rehearsals as a 

"quest for motive."^ They conclude that the purpose of the rehearsal is "to discover the 

best means of illummatmg the action of a play and to perfect the performance of that 

action m time and space."^ Rehearsmg means more than just findmg the character 

motivation. It must mclude the perfectkig of a means to express the motive.'* 

The task of establishkig rehearsal schedules for five productions where many 

actors were m more than one production was a difficult one. The producer had to shuffle 

performers and rehearsal spaces, as well as to provide time for all of the technical work 

expected of everyone, including dkectors. 

The Ensemble 

Working for an ensemble approach was easy. With a fine group of performers 

who had worked together many times, this dkector was immediately able to feel a 

camaraderie present. All of the performers already knew and tmsted one another. Seeing 

this, the dkector was able to instill quickly a feelmg of artistic freedom among the actors, 

and they willingly opened up to the director and to one another. With the actors liberated, 

there was a free exchange of ideas and opinions between actor and dkector and actor to 

actor. 
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The problem that I experienced most often in rehearsals was in the West Texas 

accents. Occasionally cortections had to be made, or work had to be done on diction and 

projection. Actors took dkection well and rarely requked the same note more than twice. 

The actress cast as Anna, a pivotal role, was the least experienced. It was a thrill 

for this dkector to watch as she gamed confidence m herself and grew mto the role. The 

fear was that a great deal of time would need to be given to strengthen her voice. Her 

audition lead this dkector to believe that a projection problem might exist. Once auditions 

were complete and rehearsals had begun, any semblance of a problem disappeared. Time 

was given for work on pitch. The dkector had to remmd the "teenagers" that they were 

not long into puberty. 

Because there are several locales exhibited simultaneously on stage, the actors had 

to work to demonstrate the body's reaction to each new envkonment. Physical 

adjustment through body movement was the tool most often used. In the beginning 

rehearsal time was used to work on blockmg guidelines for the three-quarter thmst stage. 

Using an arena blocking trick, the dkector simply had to tell them to keep their backs in 

the comers. 

Additional rehearsal time was spent on mime. Because the cars were created from 

the settee and a bench, mime work was required to make a life for the car. Because of 

thek youth, the performers were unaware of differences found between the cars of the 

mid-forties and the 1990s. Much time was given for consistency in the mime. 

The actor playing Charlie has a great feel for the physical work and for comedy. 

On the first day work began on the scoring of his monologues, particularly with the 

opening narration in the first scene. Charhe has to enter, adjust the radio to become 

nartator, and change his hakstyle and his clothes. All of the teenagers worked to show 

that they were desperately trymg to be "grown-up." The dkector worked with actors to 

produce the raw, overwhelming feelings of bewilderment in the mid-teen years. 
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Because of the outside work done by the performers, all of the physical comedy 

came quickly. The high energy actors were prepared each day and brought thek own 

ideas and analysis mto rehearsals. All actors took dkection and suggestions well, acting 

immediately to implement them. Occasionahy hne readings did not refiect the dkector's 

mterpretation. This dkector, preferring not to give actual readings, uses an exercise to 

help the actor ki these situations. The scene is repeated several times, and each time a 

performer is asked to say a Ime and change the emphasis of his words. Once the actor 

hears his own voice and recognizes that there are other meanmgs that can be derived from 

the smgle sentence, usually they change the emphasized word on their own. If 

interpretations differ, the dkector then waits to see how the actor's interpretation affects 

the other performers. Once that is completed, fmal decisions are then made on the 

sentence readkig. 

Rehearsal Schedule 

This dkector quickly set out to establish a rehearsal schedule for his company. 

After considering individual scenes withm each act and the particular characters for each 

scene, the dkector realized a company rehearsal schedule, one that allowed some of his 

actors to get free time for resting and hne rehearsal. The director felt this was important 

because everyone was actively involved m some element of all the other shows and needed 

every opportunity for rest. By breakmg both acts down mto mdividual scenes and 

charting them, the director was able to formulate the following sttiicture: 

ACT I 
SCENE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

CHARACTERS 
Charhe Ted Grace 
Grace Elsie 
Charlie Ted Bonny 
Charlie Grace Elsie 
Charlie Anna 
Ted Bonny 
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1:7 
1:8 
1:9 
1:10 

ACT II 
2:1 
2:2 
2:3 
2:4 
2:5 
2:6 

Charlie Grace Elsie 
Charlie Anna 
Charlie Ted Bonny 
Chariie Ted Grace Elsie B 

Charlie Grace Elsie Anna 
Charlie Grace Anna 
Charlie Bonny 
Grace Elsie 
Charlie Ted Bonny 
Charlie Grace Elsie Anna 

This chart shows the scenes as broken down from each act and lists every 

character in each scene. By combining the scenes in the following order, as represented by 

the next chart, the dkector has divided rehearsals into four groups. Using these four 

groups a dkector is able to stmcmre the rehearsal period for production of What I Did 

Last Summer, occasionally allowing for time off for various characters. 

C/T/G/E/B/A 1:10 
C/G/E/A 
C/T/G 

C/T/B 
C/B 
T/B 

C/G/A 
C/A • 

C/G/E 

G/E 

1:10 
2:1,2:6 
1:1 

1:3,1:9,2:5 
2:3 
1:6 

2:2 
1:5,1:8 

1:4,1:7 

1:2,2:4 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

1:10,2:1,2:6,1:1 
C/T/G/E/B/A 

1:6,1:3,1:9,2:5,2:3 
C/T/B 

2:2,1:5,1:8 
C/G/A 

1:4, 1:7,1:2,2:4 

C/G/E 

Textual Choices 

Textually this dkector preferted to keep the play almost entkely as written. The 

most important change would have been with the character of Charlie. Gumey's original 
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text calls for Charlie to enter akeady at age fourteen. He begins his nartation and is pulled 

into the action away from his job as narrator. The dkector felt that audience would better 

understand the time change if Charlie enters as an adult and experiences a metamorphosis, 

changing mto a fourteen-year-old in front of the audience. In addition to the musical 

change, this transformation helps to explain the change m time. All other details found in 

the original script were maintamed. 

Blocking Choices 

The design of the Laboratory Theatre at Texas Tech is a thmst stage with limited 

wing space and with very httle back stage. However, there are exits and escapes to the 

right and left of both the down stage and the upstage. The four exks were referted to as 

numbers on a clock face. The escapes came at the 2, 5, 7, and 10 o'clock positions. 

Blocking choices were made to provide a smooth flow of characters, as well as to keep 

the action interesting. 

My blocking plan came in four parts. These included: (1) the use of aU four exits; 

(2) the use of exits to consistantly imply dkection or locale; (3) allow for smooth scene 

transitions; and (4) provide the viewer with a flow aesthetically pleasing to watch. All 

four exits were used efficiently while also establishkig unseen envkonmental details. 

One of the most daring choices the director made was to tum the "car" so that it 

faced the upstage. The play already contained a great deal of presentational material with 

countless nartations. While probably most directors would prefer to block the car so that 

it faced the audience head-on, or nearly so, this director chose to raise the level of 

audience participation in the action. Tuming the car and placing the actors' backs to the 

audience made the audience increase thek imaginative powers and better experience the 

drive along with the characters. This change effectively places the audience in the back 
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seat to watch the action. The car was simply created through the use of the settee and a 

smgle bench for the backseat. 

Much of the action occurted center stage, but quite often the audience found itself 

only a few feet from the actors. The dkector used such staging in order to draw the 

audience mto the action and to give them a more participatory feel. The size of the 

theatre kself provides a more intimate atmosphere, and bringing characters to the lip of the 

stage only enabled audience members to feel as though they had broken the fourth wall. 

Characters continued thek activities, seemmgly unconcemed, as though the audience was 

supposed to be there. 

If rehearsal is the addition of the actor's creative mind, then performance must be 

the addifion of the final element of a production: audience. One of the most mteresting 

and unique things about live theatre is the awareness that a single performance can never 

be repeated. After the playwright finishes the script the director begins to work on his 

contribution to the production. The dkector finishes his analysis and leads the actor in 

rehearsals. The actor uses his technique, his own life experiences, and his own analysis to 

create a moment in time and space-a moment when the unreal can become real and 

untmthes can become tmths for everyone involved. When rehearsals are completed and 

all has been prepared, fmally, there can be only one element missmg-the audience. 

The theatre, like any form of art, is best when it is enjoyed by the masses. The 

sculpture can fashion a statue, the painter may design a picturesque horizon, the musician 

can arrange the perfect combination of notes, but k they do not share them with the world 

they can often be just as happy about Ike. Does every artist, in order to create art, require 

an audience to observe that art? The responses to that question have been as varied as the 

number of people who have tried to answer the query. The theatre needs the audience 

more than nearly any other art form. For a theatre artist to be satiated, fulfilled he feels 

the strongest need to share his art. What could drive the thespian in such a manner? 
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Perhaps it is the knowledge that this art, ki only a moment, will be forever gone, never to 

exist again, only to be imitated. 

These are my personal thoughts about theatre. These beliefs may be a 

generalization but they certainly apply to me. I was only too happy to share my work on 

What I Did Last Summer with each new audience that came to see the play. My hope is 

that they enjoyed watchmg the play I helped to create. My thanks goes to all who helped 

create the art and aU who helped us to share in it. 
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Notes 

' Hugh Mortison, Dkecting in the Theatre. (London: Pitman Pubhshkig, 1973), p. 
91. 

^ John Kkk and Ralph BeUas, The Art of Directing. (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth 
Publishing Co., 1985), p. 125. 

^ Kkk and Bellas, p. 176. 

"* Kkk and Bellas, p. 176. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATIONS 

I supect that, at best, success (or failure) must be viewed as a subjective question. 

The audience response should not be the only way to assess success or failure. From that 

standpomt alone What I Did Last Summer was a successful undertaking. The way of 

determkimg success may depend on one's point of view. The Promotion and Business 

Managers may use Box Office kicome or the number of empty seats as thek boundaries. 

The actor listens for the deafenmg roar of thunderous applause. 

When dkecting in educational theatre, I also look at other criteria to determine the 

extent of my own personal success. I want to know that the actors had a chance to 

exercise artistic freedom m the development of their characters. I want to watch the 

production again and agam and believe each time that the action is real. I want to 

experience "the image of the first time." I want to feel that some of my mterpretation and 

analysis is appreciated by audience. I want to observe the metamorphosis of the creation 

of the character. I want to feel that the players enjoyed their time with me and take only 

good memories as they go. I want to feel that each person involved with the production 

leamed something that will benefit them in the years to come, regardless of their part. 

Using this criteria I believe this production of What I Did Last Summer was a success. 

The performances were played m a rolling repertory, with each play performing on 

every day of the week at least once during the season. The Lubbock Summer Rep 

produced many well-received shows in 1994. The theatre itself seats 94 patrons. What I 

Did Last Summer played to generally large houses, and audiences responded well to the 

strong cast and the dkector's blocking choices. 

The dkector spoke to several audience members about the play. Many were 

professional people, and others were students. Only one student mterviewed failed to 

understand the use of the radio by characters as they changed into the nartator. If 
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audience reaction at the end of each performance may be used as a gauge, it would have 

to be said that audiences enjoyed What I Did Last Summer. 

This director has a few regrets about this production of What I Did Last Summer. 

I believe that, with the proper equipment and requked time, a hght cue might have been 

added to represent passkig cars durkig the nighttime scenes in the movmg car. The 

lightmg designer was unable to find a way to realize the cue for this production of What I 

Did Last Summer, but it might be added in another, hi retrospect, I now wish that more 

time had been available for working on the sound cues. If the sound cue of the changing 

of stations on the radio had been sped up, but not elimmated, the faster pace would have 

been more acceptable. I regret that acuially using the physical radio on stage was 

unrealizable. If I had not been forced to supply the sound by working out of my home, the 

qualky might have been better for the cues involving the radio. I also believe that with 

fewer time constraints, space constramts, and fewer budget restrictions, a production of 

What I Did Last Summer, following the analysis and suggestions set forth in this 

document, should be a successful and well-received project. 

The message that the playwright intended and my own were essentially the same. 

My application of the poem, "The Road Not Taken," takes the message and adds another 

dimension for clarky. It is impossible to estimate the number of times in one's Itfetime 

that signkicant, Ike altering choices must be made. It is also impossible to guess the 

number of times that the same individual will berate himself for havmg made a wrong 

choice. Even now, I may question certain of my own choices with this production. Can 

anyone ever be totally objective m the analysis of his own choices? How long should we 

feel regret about our decisions? Can anyone ever let go of certain regrets? Should the 

person let go? Of course, each of those questions must be answered on an individual basis. 

I believe that we should let go of the regret but never forget the lesson that was, hopefully, 

leamed. 
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I am concious of the choices that 1 would like to see implemented, given all the 

necessary raw materials. This production of What I Did Last Summer served to strengthen 

my own artistic sensibilities. It has helped me to evaluate honestly my own work. The 

production gave me a greater sense of the need to take risks. I hope that in the future 1 

will find myself taking still greater chances in productions that I direct. 
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APPENDDC 

PROGRAM 
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Lubbock Summer Rep 
1994 

- - < < - . * 

JUNE 7 through JULY 11 
in the Laboratory Theatre 
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Lubbock Summer Rep 1994 
presents 

What I Did Last Summer 
A Play in Two Acts by A.R. Gumey 

Directed by 
Scott Snell 

Charlie, age 26 
Charlie, age 14 
Ted, 16, Charlie's friend 
Grace, Charlie's mother 
Elsie, 19, Charlie's sister 
Bonny, 14 
Anna Trumbull 

Scott Timms 
Scott Timms 

Seth Marstrand 
Shannon Yocum 
Jennifer Purcell 

Amy Broome 
Yvette Weaver Greene 

Setting: 1945, a summer "colony" on the Canadian shore of Lake 
Erie, near Buffalo, New York 

There will be one 10 minute intermission. 

Scenic Designer 
Costume Designer 

Lighting and Sound Designer 
Stage Manager 

Lights Crew 
Sound Crew 

Set and Props Crew 

Costume Crew 

Maretta West 
Yvette Weaver Greene 
Chris Little 
Dianne Johnson 
Amy Nichols 
Amy Maner 
Angela Shullz, Ruth Tranter, 
Jennifer Sowcll 
Venessa Montoya, Felicidi Scott, 
Chad Miller 

Tv.'o roads diverged in a wood, and I 
I took the one less traveled by, 
And that has made all the difference. 

Robert Frost 

What I Did Last Summer is produced by special arrangement with Dramatists 
Plav Service. Inc. 
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